ProTEQ Steel Matches
We offer two styles of Steel Matches in either the South Valley or the Steel Valley. Cost per competitor
is $10 for the first firearm and $5 for each subsequent firearm used in that evening’s match. The two
match styles are offered on alternating weeks. Registration begins at 5:45pm. Safety meetings occur
at 6:10pm, and competitions begin about 5 minutes later.
STEEL CHALLENGE SHOOTING ASSOCIATION SCSA is an internationally sanctioned shooting
competition involving preset target arrays shot with centerfire pistol and rimfire caliber firearms. Each
competitor shoots each stage up to 5 times, dropping the worst string and averaging the remaining for
their stage score. Several different divisions of firearms are allowed to compete. Competitors of all
ages are included and some are eligible for different categories. Each competitor’s results are then
submitted to SCSA’s database for classifications.
STEEL TOURNAMENT  Is a Round Robin Tournament, shooter vs. shooter, competition
involving either two plate racks or a single shooting tree. It is a smooth and efficiently paced event
with new shooters stepping to the firing line every couple minutes. Camaraderie is also present most
nights as shooters await their next turn to shoot, making it a relaxing yet competitive event. Centerfire
pistol calibers are required for this event (semi-auto, revolver, or PCC).
-

For the 6 target plate rack competition, two shooters line up at separate windows each with
12 rounds of ammo split between two magazines or two speed loaders. At the buzzer each
shooter engages their rack, with the first cleared rack winning. Then the next shooters
step up with more shooters ready on deck and in the hole. The majority of the STEEL
TOURNAMENTS are this variation.

-

Sometimes the STEEL TOURNAMENTS use the Dueling Tree. Two shooters line up each with
12 rounds of ammo split between two magazines or two speed loaders. At the buzzer each
shooter engages the Dueling Tree starting with three plates on each shooter’s side. The first
cleared side wins. The tree is then reset and the next shooters step up with more ready on
deck and in the hole.

Follow our calendar at ProTEQ.Range@gmail.com to keep track of which match is being hosted each
week. Or give us a call or email and we’ll assist you.

